Solitary confinement harms the people it supposedly protects. Solitary confinement is often used to “protect” vulnerable individuals, including juveniles housed in adult prisons, LGBTQ+ individuals, those with mental illness or developmental delays, and pregnant individuals from the general population. But because of the negative psychological impact of solitary confinement, this practice only harms members of these groups.

The psychological impacts of solitary confinement are numerous and extreme, even for mentally healthy individuals. Documented symptoms include hallucinations, anxiety, depression, paranoia, confusion and memory loss, sleep disturbances and nightmares, aggression and rage, loss of emotional control, and suicidal thoughts and behaviors.

Individuals in solitary confinement are almost 7 times more likely to self-harm than those in the general population.

"When I got out of solitary I suffered from paranoia-wasn’t comfortable around people, got into fights, cause the mental health issues affect my ability to make rational decisions. I suffered PTSD - it exasperated it, made me have flashbacks of murders."

"It gets so bad I will stop taking showers for months because I believe the police is out to get me. This is really bad because I’m left in my cell for months at a time for 24 hours a day, and I got worse, and started to self-harm."

"I am terrified to be alone, I never want this again, I don’t want any doors locked in my house, I may even remove them completely except for the bathroom. I can’t describe my feelings, I’m sorry"

To make matters worse, individuals with serious mental illness are more likely than their counterparts to spend time in solitary confinement and suffer psychological consequences as a result. Though a 2015 settlement forced the PA DOC to stop confining individuals with serious mental illness for 22 hours a day, reports have surfaced that the DOC alters mental illness classifications in order to punish certain individuals or reduce overcrowding in mental health units.
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A PUSH FOR CHANGE IN PENNSYLVANIA

Radical change is possible in Pennsylvania through the passage of House Bill 497/Senate Bill 832, which prohibit the use of solitary confinement for more than 15 days at a time, for more than 20 days in a 60-day period, and for individuals from vulnerable populations (elderly, pregnant, juvenile, and LGBTI individuals). It also provides disciplinary alternatives to solitary confinement for all but the most serious infractions, introduces a step-down program to transition individuals back into the general population, and prohibits the direct release of individuals from solitary into the community.

Eliminating solitary confinement will make our communities safer

Because 95% of individuals in prison are eventually released, the use of solitary confinement has ripple effects on entire communities. Releasing individuals into the community directly from solitary is alarmingly common; from 2008-2014, the PA DOC released over 400 individuals per year from solitary directly into the community. This transition can be incredibly challenging as many individuals struggle with social withdrawal, anger management, and other psychological consequences of solitary. Thus it may come as no surprise that solitary confinement is associated with increased recidivism. One study found that placement in solitary confinement increases the probability of rearrest by 10% and return to prison within 7 years by 13%.

We need humanizing alternatives to solitary confinement

We need to eliminate the use of solitary confinement as a catchall solution to problems it can never solve. Studies have shown clear reductions in recidivism for alternative approaches that are less restrictive and more rehabilitation-focused, community-based, and family-oriented. If we aspire to build healthier communities, we must employ solutions that nurture and support, not isolate and punish.

“Any imposition of solitary confinement beyond 15 days constitutes torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment...”

– Juan Méndez, UN Special Rapporteur of the Human Rights Council on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment
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